
  
 

 

 

 

MANCHESTER METROPOLITAN UNIVERSITY  

NETWORKING EVENT FOR MFL TEACHERS 
 

Friday, 10 June 2016, 10am – 4pm 

Manchester Metropolitan University  

Sponsored  & coordinated by Routes into Languages North West 

 

We are delighted to welcome you to the Manchester Metropolitan University Networking 

event for MFL teachers and what we hope will be the first of many. Our objective is to bring 

together primary and secondary language teachers, as well as university lecturers and 

teachers to share good teaching practices, meet one another, and more generally to support 

each other in maintaining the health of the subject. 

Enjoy the programme and we look forward to seeing you at the next one. 

 

Carmen Herrero (Manchester Metropolitan University) 
 

 

Please share the event via social media 

    #NLanguages  
@MMULanguages 

@RoutesNW  

@FLAMEresearch  

@Carmenherrero14 

@FILTA_Community  

 

 
PROGRAMME 

 

  

10.30  Introduction & welcome Dr Carmen Herrero (Head of Spanish, Manchester 

Metropolitan University) 

  

10.45-11.35 Keynote speaker  Teresa MacKinnon (University of Warwick): The project 

VIDEOforALL 

11.40-12.05  Karen Morrison (RiL) -About Routes into Languages and future plans  

12.05-12.15 Break 

12.15-13:00 Sharing teaching practice Session 1  

Diane Kitchen (Ilkley Grammar School)- Using short films in the language classroom 

 

Alicia Sánchez (Manchester Metropolitan University)- How to use audio-visual translation in  

                         the language classroom 

 

Dr Idoya Puig (Manchester Metropolitan University) – Bringing back literature to the 

                        language classroom: the blog Litinclass 

 

 

https://www.routesintolanguages.ac.uk/
https://twitter.com/RoutesNW
https://twitter.com/FLAMEresearch
https://twitter.com/FILTA_Community


  
 

 

 

13.00-13.45  Networking lunch  

13.45-14.30  Sharing teaching practice Session 2  

Luz Torres (South Sefton College) – The ‘Love Languages’ Project 

 

Mark Goodwin (Oldham Hulme Grammar School) - Easy-to-make resources for teaching  

                            through foreign film at KS3 and GCSE'. 

 

Yolanda Ruiz (Webster Primary School)-  Role-play activities for the Spanish classroom at Primary 

level. 

 

14.30-14.45  Break 

14.45-15.30  Dr Karl McLaughlin (Manchester Metropolitan University) 

Bridging the gap: Translation in the language classroom  

15.30-16.00  Planning for future collaboration  

 

 

Organiser:  

 

Dr Carmen Herrero (Manchester Metropolitan University) 

 

Dr Carmen Herrero is a Principal Lecturer and Spanish section lead in the Department of 

Languages, Information and Communication at Manchester Metropolitan University. She has 

published articles on different aspect of Contemporary Spanish cinema and film in language 

teaching. Carmen is the director of the Centre for Film, Languages And Media in Education 

(FLAME) https://www2.mmu.ac.uk/languages/flame/ . She is also the  co-director and co-founder of 

FILTA (Film in Language Teaching Association) www.filta.org.uk, an association with over 3,100 

members from over 100 countries. She regularly leads teacher training workshops in this area and 

contributes to the educational film programme of Home Manchester. She is also involved in the 

COMOVIWO European project (Communication in Mobile and Virtual Work) 

http://www.comoviwo.eu 

 

Keynote speaker: 

 

Teresa MacKinnon (University of Warwick): The project VIDEOforALL  

 

Teresa is an award winning language teacher with a wealth of expertise in online delivery and a 

good understanding of assessment issues in language learning. Experienced in education 

management and course design in secondary and higher education, Senior Fellow of the Higher 

Education Academy and Certified Member of the Association for Learning Technology, Teresa has 

extensive experience of the integration of computer-mediated communication. Her twitter presence 

as @WarwickLanguage has over 3,900 followers, actively connecting language educators 

internationally across sectors. She advocates open educational practice.  

Summary: Teresa is presenting the European Video for ALL educational project, a European project 

that brings together all current methodologies, ideas and innovative practices to teach and learn 

languages by integrating digital video.  Video for All   & Teresa’s website 

 

 

 

 

https://www.routesintolanguages.ac.uk/
http://www.filta.org.uk/
http://www.comoviwo.eu/
http://videoforall.eu/
https://sites.google.com/site/lamodification/


  
 

 

 

Presenters:  

 

Mark Goodwin (Oldham Hulme Grammar School): Easy-to-make resources fro teaching through 

foreign film at KS3 and GCSE 

 

Mark currently works as Head of Spanish at Oldham Hulme Grammar School, although he is taking 

up a new post as Head of MFL at Monk's Walk School, Hertfordshire, in September.  He is 

approaching the end of his third year of a PhD (part-time) in Spanish & Education at the University 

of Manchester, where he is investigating the current and future practice of teaching Spanish through 

film.  

Summary: This presentation aims to demonstrate that using film in MFL teaching can be quick, easy 

and highly effective. It will firstly draw attention to the importance and true potential of foreign film 

pedagogy today, before presenting a series of easily-adapted ideas for maximising this potential 

through a variety of clips and resources. 

 

 

Diane Kitchen (Ilkley Grammar School): Using short films in the language classroom 

 

Diane is the Lead Teacher of MFL (Spanish and French) at Ilkley Grammar School.  

Summary: Since attending workshops with the Film in Language Teaching Association (FILTA) 

www.filta.org.uk,  I have tried to move away from showing films in the classroom as a passive 

activity. By creating more engaging activities the students have achieved a greater understanding of 

the films and their interpretations have been really interesting. I hope to show you how you can use 

short films and clips in language lessons across all key stages and abilities. 

 

 

Dr Karl McLaughlin (Manchester Metropolitan University): Bridging the gap: Translation in the 

language classroom  

Karl is a Senior Lecturer in Spanish at MMU, specialising in translation and interpreting. He has 

taught both disciplines for many years at MA level in various universities in the UK (Bradford, 

Leeds), Spain (La Laguna) and other parts of Europe, including Portugal, the Czech Republic and 

Estonia.  He is also a professional conference interpreter and translator, working mainly for 

international institutions.  

Summary: Translation has traditionally been frowned upon as a language learning strategy although 

there appears to be a recent shift in views concerning its validity in the classroom, provided 

appropriate use is made. This session aims to help bridge the gap between theory and practice by 

exploring some of the benefits of using translation-based activities, understood in the broad sense, to 

enhance the second language learning experience and raise awareness of mother tongue usage.    

 

 

Dr Idoya Puig (Manchester Metropolitan University): Bringing back literature to the language 

classroom: the Litinclass Project 

 

Idoya is a Senior Lecturer at Manchester Metropolitan University, specialist in Spanish Golden Age 

literature. At present, she is looking at ways of teaching literature though film and new media. 

Summary: This session presents ‘Litinclass’  https://litinclass.wordpress.com . The Litinclass project 

aims to develop new teaching materials and methodologies for the second language teaching through 

literature at a national and international level.  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.routesintolanguages.ac.uk/
http://www.filta.org.uk/
https://litinclass.wordpress.com/


  
 

 

 

 

Yolanda Ruiz  (Webster Primary School): Role-play activities for the Spanish classroom at 

Primary level 

 

Yolanda Graduated in 2013 at the University of Valencia in Spain with a Master's Degree in 

Education. She teaches  Spanish at Webster Primary School since 2014.  

Summary: Teaching Spanish in a Primary has given me the opportunity to teach Spanish to children 

that come from all over the world, as most of them are learning Spanish as their second foreign 

language. They feel very proud when they speak Spanish and they show it in their amazing 

performances. 

 

 

Luz Torres Alegre (South Sefton College):  The ‘Love Languages’ Project 

 

Luz (MA, PGCE, AdvPgDip) is an experienced teacher of Spanish at A level. She has worked in a 

variety of colleges successfully raising the profile of the MFL department, increasing up take and 

improving results. Luz has been invited as guest speaker in several universities. She has set up and 

developed the project ‘Love Language’ which has involved her to work very closely and 

collaboratively with other institutions to increase the number of languages students moving from 

KS4 to University. In 2014, Love Languages project was nationally awarded by the British 

Academy. 

Summary: The project Love Languages is a student-driven programme which aims to increase the 

numbers of students studying languages at GCSE, A-level and higher education, whilst developing 

students’ employability skills in the context of languages. Developing creative and innovative 

approaches to language learning is at the heart of the Love Languages project.  

 

 

Alicia Sánchez Requena (Manchester Metropolitan Universtiy): How to use audio-visual 

translation in the language classroom. 

 

Alicia is currently undertaking her PhD at the Manchester Metropolitan University under the title: 

Audiovisual Translation in Teaching Foreign Languages: the use of Intralingual Dubbing to Improve 

Speed, Intonation and Pronunciation. She is also working part-time as a Spanish Language Tutor at 

MMU. Previously, she worked as visiting Lecturer at the University of Chester and Spanish teacher 

at the Royal Grammar School, Guildford. She read a degree in Translation and Interpreting and a 

Masters in Linguistics applied to Teaching Spanish as a Foreign Language. 

Summary: Intralingual dubbing exercises are a didactic resource consisting of replacing original 

voices of actors in 1-2 minute long clips in L2 by the students’ voice. This project primary looks at 

the interface between the use of intralingual dubbing in L2 Spanish and oral expression in non-

prepared conversations, with an emphasis on speed, intonation and pronunciation with 64 A-level 

students. 

 

 

https://www.routesintolanguages.ac.uk/

